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events of  the past year have moved too quickly for the slow pace of  publication of  The Link. issues intended 
for publication covering fall 2006 and Winter 2006-2007 have, accordingly, been “pulled back” from the printer and 
– to adopt the term recently applied to military action in iraq – we are “surging” by consolidating about a year and a 
half  of  content into a single composite issue. that requires a great deal of  compression and omission, even to “hit the 
highlights.” We apologize in advance for the omitted coverage. in return, we plan next to introduce a new look, with color 
photographs, as the beginning of  some further experiments to improve our communication with you, our members and 
readers. We thank our ambidextrous colleague, John	garcia, and his associates and corporate sponsors for the interim 
issuance of  the occasional “ncmf newsletter,” mailed to you. our webmaster, Bob	Bowie, Bill	saadi,	our website 
coordinator,	and others are pondering changes in the ncmf web site. thanks also go to occasional Link contributors 
Ray	schmidt,	David	hamer,	“cub reporter” Mary	Faletto,	Kirsten	Eland,	Jim	Boone,	prof.	Mark	sommer, 
and others whose by-lines have appeared. they represent the vanguard of  what we hope will be a plethora of  “new” 
(and familiar) names as we invite others of  you to remember (as we reminded you in Volume 1, number 1 ten years ago) 
that, by our old definition, a “link” should go both ways. We solicit your contributions and your feedback.
 for those who have followed coverage of  events in The Link, it may help to note  that, under a memorandum of  
understanding with nsa, signed by gen. John	E.	Morrison, ncmf president and board chairman, gen. “Linc”	
Faurer, a fellow director of  the NCMF and Chairman of  our  “Museum Exploration Committee,” was identified as our 
point of  contact with the agency. in late december 2004, at the urging of  dr. Bob	hermann,	a “task group” was set 
up to concentrate on our “number one priority,” the effort to procure a new ncm and to “gift” it to nsa. gen. faurer 
agreed to spearhead the effort as chairman of  a “new museum study group” (The Link, Vol. 7, no. 4) and immediately 
set to work to assemble his group and to study the issues. at the march 2006 meeting of  the board of  directors (The 
Link, Vol. 9, no. 1), he reported having enlisted the support of  both foundation members and outsiders, prominent 
among them architects from the Ketcham group, whose services and fund-raising advice had been provided earlier by 
Randell M. “Rand” Griffin. another former dirnsa, lt. gen. “Ken”	Minihan, had agreed to assist by heading 
the all-important capital campaign, vital to the success of  the enterprise. (to set the example, ncmf board members 
had unanimously contributed to start the capital campaign.)
 in a letter of  23 may 2006 to gen. mor-
rison,  nsa director ltg Keith	 B.	 alexander, 
usa commended the foundation’s work and its 
objective, and pledged the support of  the agency (The 
Link, Vol. 9, no. 2). hav- ing already assigned gen. 
faurer with authority for project funds, the founda-
tion then designated him as its executive agent for 
the project as a whole, adopting his concept of  
operations for the “Museum Management Group” (MMG), a Maryland-organized “non-profit,” which he would head 
as chairman of  a seven-man board of  directors, at least four of  whom would be serving ncmf directors (The Link, Vol. 
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9, No. 2). With this authority, he commenced to flesh out the organization and to drive its efforts. 
An essential “slot” he wished to fill was that of  Program Manager for the project, and for that 
position he gained the services of  radm (ret.) Winsor	Whiton.	Working closely with gen. 
minihan, prospects for professionally-guided fund-raising were re-examined, and avenues were 
opened with the agency and other key players.
 mid-year 2007 drew a clear line of  demarcation between the past and the future direction 
of  the ncmf efforts: founder and guiding spirit, octogenarian	John	E.	Morrison,	Jr.,	Presi-
dent	and	Chairman	of 	the	Board	of 	the	NCMF, yielded to the effects of  serious injuries 
in april 2006 (The Link, Vol. 9, no. 1, 2) and the after-effect on his mobility, and he stepped down 
from his leadership role for the first eleven years. At the September 2007 meeting of  the Board, 
presided over by Vice-president gene	Becker, gen. morrison’s resignation was accepted: deep appreciation was ex-
pressed to him on that occasion. mr. becker proposed that the title of  chairman of  the board, emeritus, be accorded to 
gen. morrison, and he graciously accepted election to that honor. in consideration of  that event, and the growing scope 
of  the office, Mr. Becker proposed that the positions of  President and Chairman be separately filled, with the Chairman 
setting strategic goals and direction and the president overseeing day-to-day operations of  the “headquarters.” mr. becker 
was thereupon elected president of  the ncmf and gen. faurer, chairman of  the ncmf board (while continuing to 
serve, concurrently, in the “dual-hatted” position of  chairman of  the board of  the museum management group).

at that september 2007 board meeting, gen faurer gave an up-dating and presented an organizational chart 
for the mmg, depicting three senior Vice-presidents (sVp), Ken	Minihan (capital campaign), Mike	Jacobs (facili-
ties), and Bill	Kvetkas (finance and budget), and Winsor	Whiton as program manager. other names familiar to the 
agency and the foundation included Dave	D’auria	(fund-raising leads), Len	Moodispaw (federal, state and local 
involvements), and Bill	Crowell	(communications). former secretary of  defense, dr.	William	J.	Perry had agreed 
to serve as honorary chairman, assisted by deputies Norman	R.	augustine and John	M.	Deutch. gen. faurer was 

frank to admit the adverse impact of  the economy, the preoccupation with the forthcoming national 
election, and the competition with other museums and “non-profit” organizations appealing for 
aid. he and his mmg colleagues were examining adjustments that might be required in the 
timing for the launching of  the capital campaign and for the facility that could be planned.

moving to consolidate his authority and responsibilities, during the winter of  2007-2008, 
gen. faurer implemented the rotational tenures for directors provided in the foundation’s by-
laws. (see “ncmf newsletter,” spring 2008.) “plank-owners” ann	Z.	Caracristi	and adm 
William	O.	studeman	(“father” of  the ncm) retired from the ncmf board, along with 
Ralph	adams, gene	Becker	(to president, ncmf), mg thomas	
J.	 Flynn,	 Michael	 J.	 Jacobs	 (to Vice-president, ncmf), all of  

whom were thanked for their service. Joining the board as new directors 
in february 2008 are: Joan	Dempsey; mg Rod	isler, usa (ret.); 

Rick	Knop;	Mark	Lowenthal; art	Money; and Lisa	trombley.	moving at the same time 
were committee chairs, recognition, sarah	L.	Botsai,	 vice Milt	Zaslow (“retiring”); public 
affairs, John	garcia, vice dr. botsai; membership, Michael	s.	green,	vice John garcia. 
(before leaving this subject, it would be appropriate to note that former nsa director	“Mike”	
McConnell,	Vadm usn (ret), accepted an invitation to join the ncmf board, attended the 
december 2007 meeting, then submitted his resignation, with regret, not too many weeks later 
– having received a “higher calling” as the new director of  national intelligence!)
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haLL	OF	hONOR	iNDUCtEEs

FOUNDatiON	DiRECtOR	
JaMEs	W.	PRyDE	hONORED

an abbreviated review of  the past year and a half  
skips over planned feature articles, but a few words 
must be preserved to salute our colleague and fel-
low member of  the ncmf board of  directors, Jim 
Pryde. Profiled in his own words and selective re-
collections in The Link, Vol. 7, no. 2 (“from tuske-
gee airman to cryptologist”), and inducted into the 
hall of  honor in 2006, as recounted below, Jim was 
among the recipients of  a congressional gold medal 
in march 2007. his proud, but bitter-sweet memories 
of  his youth must have been stirred again by the words 
of  president bush before the congress, honoring the 
performance of  “the tuskegee airmen” of  World War 
II, and reflecting upon the contrast, six decades later, 
of  witnessing a full general, colin powell, as chair-
man of  the Joint chiefs of  staff  and subsequently as 
secretary of  state, followed by dr. condoleezza rice. 
as WW ii was drawing to an end, Jim was denied his 
dream of  flying, but his training with communications 
equipment led eventually to a career culminating as a 
senior executive at nsa. his presence among us does 
us proud and serves as a living link with “the great-
est generation” that forms the core of  the national 
cryptologic museum.

initiated by the ncmf in 1999 to pay special trib-
ute to the pioneers and heroes of  american cryp-
tology and embraced by nsa (The Link, Vol. 1, 
no. 4), the hall of  honor serves to identify those 
individuals considered to represent “the best and 
brightest” of  those thousands of  cryptologists who 
have dedicated their lives to providing and protect-
ing our nation’s most important communications. 
in most cases, the details of  their performance remain classi-
fied, barring full public understanding of  their contributions 
and leading to somewhat trite recitals of  generalities. but 
for those involved in nsa’s selection process, which includes 

participation from the foundation, there is deep 
commitment to their task, and a determination 
that those added to the ranks of  “the giants” 
merit such distinction.

For 2006, five names were selected, to be added 
to the 33 previously inducted. the new selectees 
were brig gen “ben” ardisana, usaf; mr. ed-
ward a. “ted” everett; mr. cecil J. phillips; mr. 

James W. pryde; and mr. thomas e. tremain, representing 
the spectrum of  telecommunications, linguistics, cryptanaly-
sis, telemetry analysis, and voice encryption.

attended by family members and friends, as well as serving 
and retired colleagues, the 11 december ceremony at the na-
tional cryptologic museum featured nsa deputy director 
John c. “chris” inglis. after opening remarks by museum 
curator patrick Weadon, followed by a rendering of  the na-
tional anthem by ms. Janise richmond, mr. inglis extended 
a welcome to those present. With the nsa historian, dr. 
david a. hatch, narrating the accomplishments of  those se-
lected, mr. inglis unveiled each portrait and plaque. at the 
conclusion, the national cryptologic museum foundation 
hosted a reception in honor and memory of  those selected.

Brig	gen	Bernard	ardisana,	UsaF	
gen.  ardisana served in the us army 
air force during WW ii, then received 
his degree from the university of  il-
linois at urbana. he was recalled to 
active duty during the Korean War. 
“ben,” as he was familiarly known by 
his colleagues, became chief  of  a sec-
tion in the 6901st communications 
group in germany from 1958 to 1961. 
in that capacity, he became instrumental in designing the 
operations communications (opscomm) system. his sec-
tion also developed analytic techniques that allowed accurate 
predictions of  an important activity by a major u.s. cold 
War adversary.
 In 1976, Gen. Ardisana became the first U.S. Air Force 
Signals Intelligence Officer to attain to general officer rank. 
he went on to command the usaf security service’s 6924th 
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security squadron during the Vietnam War, and served, from 
1976 to 1977, as Vice commander of  the usaf security 
service. he was subsequently assigned to nsa headquarters, 
specializing in support to, and improvement of, field opera-
tions.
 throughout his many years of  military service, gen. ar-
disana was the on-scene cryptologic communications expert 
who developed or implemented fundamentally important 
changes to usaf cryptologic operations and procedures. his 
work on the OPSCOMM system remained the basic configu-
ration for nearly 25 years at u.s. sigint sites. his pioneer-
ing work in the development of  rapid communications was a 
key concept that was used in the development of  the critical 
intelligence communications system. innovative concepts he 
introduced to collection management resulted in optimiza-
tion of  effort and increased productivity. his sudden death in 
January 1978, while serving as nsa’s assistant deputy direc-
tor for operations, removed an effective leader and engaging 
colleague from the ranks of  the u.s. sigint system.

Edward	a.	“ted”	Everett
“ted” everett was born in 1925 in Jaf-
fa, palestine, and grew up as a native 
speaker of  both arabic and english. 
he was educated at the american uni-
versity in beirut and the georgetown 
university. in 1956, he left employ-
ment at the u.s. embassy in beirut and 
became an employee of  the national security agency.
 as a senior language analyst, mr. everett initiated an 
extensive nsa language effort and established an overseas 
language operation “from scratch.” he made important con-
tributions in intelligence support during almost every crisis 
in the middle east from the 1950s to the 1990s. he devel-
oped cryptologic language training for the u.s. army and for 
nsa. he developed and taught four dialect courses for nsa 
– the first dialect courses offered by the National Cryptologic 
school. nearly 30 years later, the materials he devised for 
those courses are still used as reference aids by operational 
analysts.
 Mr. Everett was the first chairman of  the Arabic Profes-
sional Qualifications Examination (PQE) committee at NSA, 
and developed the first-ever PQE used for any language at 

the agency. Working aids he developed have formed the basis 
for many of  the electronic language databases still in use.
 mr. everett’s lexicographical expertise was so well known 
that he was asked for by name, and became a major con-
tributor to a definitive dictionary of  Arabic. His colleagues 
referred to him as “the father of  arabic language analysis” in 
the cryptologic community.

Cecil	J.	Phillips
north carolinian cecil J. phillips (1923-1998) attended the 
university of  north carolina for two 
years, then, rejected by the u.s. army 
at age 18 because of  flat feet, he was 
recruited as a civilian by the army’s 
signal security agency (formerly the 
signal intelligence service), the army’s 
cryptologic organization. he worked 
on Japanese codes for about a year, 
then was transferred to a new section working on soviet dip-
lomatic communications. It was his critical finding that en-
abled the breakthrough in what history now knows as the Ve-
nona project. by war’s end, in 1945, mr. phillips headed a 
section of  50 people working with “the soviet problem” -- all 
this by the age of  20.
 beginning in 1950, mr. phillips became associated with 
data automation, working with one of  the world’s earliest 
computers, atlas. integrated into the armed forces secu-
rity agency, forerunner of  nsa, he continued this specializa-
tion at nsa. in the 1960s, he headed a series of  organizations 
involved in the automation of  cryptanalysis and radio traffic 
analysis. he was a key member of  a group that planned the 
system to forward intercepted “raw traffic” via secure teletype 
from field sites to NSA. During the 1970s, Mr. Phillips be-
came chief  of  the organization that planned the acquisition 
of  the next generation of  central computers, and was instru-
mental in pushing a system that would tie computers together 
into a central network.
 although retired from nsa in 1980, in the 1990s he 
teamed with mr. robert l. “lou” benson, a history-minded 
member of  nsa’s security organization, to write the history 
of  the VENONA project and gave numerous classified and 
unclassified lectures on the subject. Mr. Phillips passed away 
on 27 november 1998.
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 (Cecil was profiled in The Link, Vol. 1, no. 4 as “a cryp-
tologist afforded the rare privilege of  outlasting the security 
restrictions on his most memorable project and becoming 
identified with it publicly.” He was a firm supporter of  the 
museum and the documentation of  cryptologic history. he 
last appeared among our membership at the annual meet-
ing in October 1998. Of  special significance to the National 
cryptologic museum foundation, cecil’s widow, nancy 
cook phillips (who also worked at arlington hall 1944-’47, 
including “the Russian problem”) asked that, in lieu of  flow-
ers, memorial donations go to the NCMF – the first such 
request, and the origin, among other designated donations, 
of  our memorial registry. mrs. phillips died on 9 february 
1999.)

James	Wellington	Pryde
 mr. pryde joined the army air corps 
during WW ii and, in 1944, entered 
aviation school. due to a need for crew 
and support personnel, rather than 
pilots, he was diverted into radio op-
erator and maintenance training, as a 
member of  the later famous “tuskegee 
airmen.” honorably discharged, he 
joined the armed forces security agency in 1950 as a com-
munications clerk and was assigned to the mailroom. When it 
was discovered that he could read automatic morse tape, he 
was transferred to a signals analysis section, where he became 
a telemetry analyst. (he later recalled that his arrival “inte-
grated” the section, of  which he later became chief.)
 as his career progressed, mr. pryde spent two years 
on detail to the staff  of  the assistant secretary of  defense. 
from 1978 to 1980, he served as the director of  the defense 
special missile and aeronautics [now aerospace] center 
(defsmac). While with defsmac, he became a member 
of  the intelligence community’s guided missile astronautic 
intelligence committee (gmaic). in 1980, he served as the 
nsa/css representative to the department of  defense at 
the pentagon, and, in 1981, assistant director of  administra-
tion at nsa
 during his tenure, mr. pryde served as an advocate for 
nsa african-americans. through his efforts, he helped to 
promote a diverse workforce within nsa, and has striven 

since to remind the current generation of  the struggles waged 
by their predecessors for equality. since his retirement from 
nsa, mr. pryde continues to serve nsa interests as a mem-
ber of  the board of  directors of  the national cryptologic 
museum foundation. 
 (a constituent ncmf director, board member Jim 
pryde, sces ret., was author of  an inspiring biographic 
sketch, “from tuskegee airman to cryptologist,” appearing 
in The Link, Vol. 7, no. 2.)

thomas	E.	tremain 
mr. thomas e. tremain (1934-1995) 
came to nsa as an air force lieutenant 
in 1959 and commenced a career that, 
continuing from civilian status in 1961, 
saw him rise to become the u.s. gov-
ernment’s expert on voice encryption. 
he received his electrical engineering 
degree from Johns hopkins university 
in 1966. While working at nsa, he achieved a high record of  
innovation in theory and applied science. his work became the 
basis of  virtually every digital u.s. modem and speech-coding 
standard for satellite communications and hand-held digital 
cellular systems. algorithms he developed reside in the third 
generation stu-iii encrypted voice systems in use today.
 appointed chairman of  the u.s. government digital 
Voice consortium by the assistant secretary of  defense (com-
mand, communications, control, and intelligence), mr. tre-
main headed the consortium for three decades and built it into 
the premier u.s. government speech research forum. he went 
on to establish an independent speech-testing center that the 
u.s. used to evaluate voice algorithms – a milestone in the u.s. 
speech research program.
 Mr. Tremain’s ideas have and will continue to influence 
speech research, especially in the united states, for decades. 
many of  his peers consider him one of  the most dynamic se-
nior scientists ever at nsa. mr. tremain passed away in 1995.
 (additional details about mr. tremain’s accomplishments 
may be found in “a history of  secure Voice coding” on nsa’s 
website (www.nsa.gov/publications/publi00048.cfm). a me-
morial tribute by Joseph p. campbell, Jr. appeared in ieee 
transactions on speech and audio processing 4, no. 1 [Janu-
ary 1996], 1.)
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in like manner, on 25 october 
2007, with deputy director John 
c. inglis offering the keynote, the 
following were inducted into the 
hall of  honor:

Jacob	gurin
 Jacob gurin, a graduate of  new 
york university, has been described as 
“... a moving force... always... where the 
action was.” Jack (or Jake) was a man 
of  myriad dimensions and talents – a 
published translator of  tolstoy, a World 
War ii army captain who served as a 
Japanese translator and interpreter, and 
a russian language analyst and speech researcher who be-
came nsa’s chief  of  language research. a visionary leader, 
Jack left nsa/css a rich and impressive legacy.
 gurin epitomized the 21st century term “change agent.” 
it was he who formed the plain language exploitation group 
in 1947 after target changes led to a loss of  exploitable en-
crypted intercept. gurin expanded his group, sometimes in 
nontraditional ways: breaking precedent in a segregated orga-
nization, he systematically hired and trained african-ameri-
cans in cryptology. 
 Jack gurin also led the way in what are now known as the 
less-commonly-taught languages. he predicted, correctly, 
that the liberation of  nations from colonial empires would 
result in many targets shifting to languages nsa was unpre-
pared to handle. he conceptualized and then implemented a 
program to produce reference and training materials in these 
languages. his foresight helped prepare nsa/css for the 
challenges it faces today. 
 convinced that american cryptologists would eventually 
be swamped by voice communications, gurin drove technol-
ogy solutions that were unheard of  in his time. years ahead of  
the curve, he pushed to digitize dictionaries so that language 
analysts could quickly conduct research, and sought to create 

voice recognition systems. While his vision outpaced some of  
the technological solutions available at the time, every one of  
his ideas is a reality today. 
 Jack gurin retired from nsa in 1980. he passed away in 
2004.

Dr.	Robert	hermann	
 since his earliest days in intelli-
gence activities, dr. robert hermann 
has been an innovator in engineering 
research and development. 
 dr. hermann earned his ph.d. in 
electrical engineering from iowa state 
university, and received a commission 
in the u.s. air force. he was assigned to the national security 
agency; upon leaving the military, he became an nsa civilian 
in 1959. 
 he held progressively more responsibility in his assign-
ments in the operations directorate, predecessor to today’s 
signals intelligence directorate, and the research and de-
velopment organization; he also served an outside assign-
ment with the nato staff. in each of  these assignments, he 
developed new ways to apply technology to nsa operations. 
from 1973 to 1975, he served as nsa’s deputy director for 
research and engineering. 
 dr. hermann moved beyond nsa, as his unique talents 
were recognized outside the agency. from 1977 to 1979, he 
was deputy assistant secretary of  defense for communica-
tions, command, control, and intelligence (c3i). he then 
served as assistant secretary of  the air force and, concurrent-
ly, as Director of  the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO). 
dr. hermann retired from government service in 1982.
 former dci James Woolsey, in presenting dr. hermann 
with a community-wide award, called him “one of  the archi-
tects of  america’s modern world-wide technical intelligence 
networks,” and noted dr. hermann’s visionary concepts for 
capabilities “upon which the united states will rely for many 
years.” (dr. hermann currently serves as a director on the 
ncm foundation’s board of  directors.)

\2007
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samuel	s.	snyder	
samuel simon snyder began his career 
as an “assistant cryptographic clerk” with 
the u.s. army’s signal intelligence ser-
vice in 1936. the baltimore native was 
one of  the first ten employees in that 
organization, a predecessor of  nsa. in 
1939 he was graduated from the george 
Washington university. during World War ii, he led large 
teams that exploited Japanese army cryptosystems. 
 noticing that use of  sorting machines for cryptanalytic 
support was haphazard, snyder suggested a more system-
atic approach to William friedman, and friedman tasked 
him with developing it. snyder’s innovations made special-
purpose devices a strong asset in rapid wartime exploitation 
of  enemy communications. 
 after the war, snyder carefully researched what was 
known about the new field of  computing and in 1952 was 
instrumental in designing and building abner, a then-
sophisticated computer that took advantage of  advanced 
technology. 
 during the 1950s, snyder conducted in-house research 
and worked with outside contractors to design and build 
three more powerful systems. the last of  these was har-
VEST, one of  the first general-purpose computers. HAR-
Vest greatly expanded nsa’s computing capabilities, but 
also had significant influence on the commercial computer 
market. 
 in 1964 snyder became an information systems special-
ist for the library of  congress and was one of  the creators 
of  the library’s machine readable cataloging (marc) sys-
tem for bibliographic data. this became an international 
standard for data sharing in research.
 samuel snyder’s pioneering work in early computers 
led directly to the development of  the computer as we know 
it, and laid the foundation for many aspects of  the modern 
computing industry. (on 28 december 2007, ncmf mem-
ber snyder passed away at the age of  96.)

Milton	Zaslow	
after graduating from the college of  the 
city of  new york in 1942, milton Zaslow 
studied the Japanese language at new 
york university in anticipation of  mili-
tary service. completing his training as 
an Army combat intelligence officer, he 
provided linguistic direct support during landings on tinian and 
okinawa. 
 at the end of  the war, captain Zaslow transferred to arlington 
hall and the army security agency, where he added chinese to his 
language abilities and subsequently converted to civilian status. 
during the Korean War, he was one of  three language analysts 
who discovered the usefulness of  overlooked communications and 
developed firm evidence from Communist message traffic that the 
chinese military was poised to intervene in the war.
 in the early 1950s, Zaslow rose quickly through the supervisory 
chain. he was able to institute fundamental changes in the form of  
reporting the product of  nsa’s exploitation of  foreign communica-
tions. from 1961 to 1963, he was deputy chief, then chief  of  nsa 
operations in Japan. in 1968 he became chief  of  the organization 
responsible for tracking developments in Vietnam, and he held this 
post through most of  the rest of  the war in southeast asia. in each 
of  these supervisory positions in production (operations), he was 
known for his innovative thinking in the improvement of  intelli-
gence support to u.s. operations. 
 in 1969, nsa director Vadm noel gayler named him the 
first NSA Representative to the Department of  Defense. His strong 
interactions with the national military command authority brought 
nsa increased respect for its role as an essential “team player” in 
direct support. 
 Zaslow held several other important posts in production, and 
also served as the nsa representative in the united Kingdom 
from 1975 to 1978. he was deputy director for telecommunica-
tions and computer services at the time of  his retirement in 1979, 
having enhanced the integration of  nsa telecommunications and 
computer operations.
 throughout his career as an analyst, senior manager and 
executive, milton Zaslow was respected as an innovative thinker, 
who could be counted on for the solution of  difficult problems 
and for devising new ways to accomplish whatever tasks he under-
took. (in retirement, he has continued to support nsa’s center for 
cryptologic history and to serve the ncm foundation in a variety 
of  ways.)
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on 14 december 2006, nsa deputy director 
John	 C.	 “Chris”	 inglis; 
brigadier general Larry	
D.	James, usaf, director, 
signals intelligence systems 
acquisition and operations 
directorate, national recon-
naissance Office (NRO); and 
captain Daniel	gahagan, 
Commanding Officer, Naval 
research laboratory (nrl), 

unveiled the new poppy satellite reconnaissance 
program exhibit at the national cryptologic mu-
seum. mr. inglis hosted key nsa, nro, and nrl 
personnel responsible for the success of  the poppy 
program. poppy was the successor to the nation’s 
first electronic intelligence satellite, known as GRAB 
(“galactic radiation and background,” its cover, or 
codename tattletale), also on display at the 
museum.

GRAB, the world’s first reconnaissance satellite 
was in the final stages of  development by the US 
naval research laboratory (nrl) at the time of  the 
loss of  gary powers’ u-2 spy plane on 1 may 1960. 
following the u-2’s shoot-down president dwight d. 
eisenhower ordered the cancellation of  all further 
manned reconnaissance flights over the Soviet Union, 
the void to be filled with a series of  satellite launches. 
GRAB I was the first of  these and rose into orbit on 
22 June 1960 atop a thor-able-star rocket launched 
from cape canaveral, florida. a year later, on 29 
June 1961 grab ii was placed into orbit. (see the 
article by James	V.	Boone, “a sigint cat is out of  
the bag,” in The Link, Vol. 1, no. 2, summer 1998.)

poppy, nrl’s follow-on project, became a 
multi-agency satellite system when the nro was 
established in 1961, shortly before the satellite was 

launched on 13 december 1962. it was designed to 
detect land-based radar emitters and support ocean 
surveillance. personnel who worked on the poppy 
project made tremendous contributions to our na-
tion’s security during the cold War era, from 1962-
1971, a span that included seven successful launches 
of  POPPY satellites. The program was declassified 
in 2004. additional details about the twin programs 
may be found in a pamphlet (“raising the periscope”), 
developed by the nro history staff, drawing on the 
work of  historians from the nro, nrl, nsa, and 
dr. David	Kahn, an ncmf director. (copies are 
available in the museum.) 

The GRAB/POPPY exhibit was officially de-
clared ‘open’ and dedicated by a small group that 
included the guest speakers and a number of  rep-
resentatives of  the defense contractors involved in 
the development and manufacture of  the satellites. 
attendees were welcomed and guests introduced by 
ncm curator Patrick	Weadon.  physical limita-
tions within the museum dictated that the proceed-
ings be transmitted to the guests assembled in the 
museum’s magic conference room via a closed-
circuit television link.

(refreshments were provided by the ncm foun-
dation subsequent to the ceremony.)

NCM	UNVEiLs	NEW	POPPy	ExhiBit

´
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 the ncmf held its eighth annual general membership 
meeting on Wednesday, 4 october 2006. the event observed 
the tenth anniversary of  the foundation and featured a 
number of  speakers from the past and current senior ranks 
of  NSA. The title, reflecting the theme of  this year’s event, 
was Technological Impact on Intelligence in the Next Ten Years.
 the day-long event began with registration, during 
which a continental breakfast was served. once these pre-
liminaries were out of  the way mr. Eugene	Becker, ncmf 
Vice-president, opened the day’s program by introducing the 
first speaker, Mr. Chris	inglis. the newly-appointed deputy 
director of  nsa (introduced in our previous issue) gave a 
stirring presentation in which he expressed his delight  with 
his new position and gave a number of  pointers to his hopes 
and plans for his tenure.
 shortly after d/dir began his talk, the double doors at 
the rear of  the stage of  the auditorium opened and our much 
loved and sorely missed foundation president, maj. gen. 
John.	E.	Morrison, Jr., usaf (ret.), was wheeled into the 
conference and took his customary place amongst those in 
the front row...his entry accompanied by a standing ovation. 
mr. inglis smilingly took this break in stride and, when the 
plaudits had subsided, resumed his talk.
 following upon mr. inglis’ presentation the programs 
chairman of  ncmf, brig. gen. ‘Billy’	Bingham, usaf 
(ret.) took over the podium to introduce former dirnsa, lt. 
gen. Kenneth	Minihan, usaf (ret.), who now spearheads 
the capital campaign for the new museum. he delivered the 
tenth anniversary address, summarizing the activity of  the 
first decade of  the Foundation’s existence, accompanied by an 
upbeat forecast for the next decade. that forecast included a 
number of  informational remarks on the proposed new facil-
ity for the national cryptologic museum [ncm] now in the 
planning and fund raising stages.
 a short refreshment break was followed by a presentation 
by  mr. William	Kvetkas,	Jr., whose topic was Overview 
of  New Museum Project. mr. Kvetkas, formerly a senior civilian 
official with NSA and the foundation’s Treasurer Emeritus, 
serves as a board member of  the foundation and on the steer-
ing committee of  the proposed new museum. 
 ‘billy’ bingham then introduced ms. Jane	hudgins, 
deputy director of  public and media affairs at nsa who, 
on behalf  of  the ncm curator, presented additional infor-
mation on the new museum plans and then made a most 

popular presentation, an introduction to the new ‘Krypto-Kids’, 
a group of  cartoon-like characters designed to appeal to the 
potential codebreakers amongst the younger members of  
the crypto community. (see The Link, Vol. 8, n o. 4, Winter 
2005-2006.) 
 gene becker returned to the podium to present an over-
view of  the year’s activities by members of  the various commit-
tees of  the foundation, ably assisted in his presentation by mr. 
David	D’auria, chairman of  the foundation’s acquisitions 
committee. mr. d’auria and his Vice-chair colleague, dr. 
David	hamer also presented, in a lobby display, a number 
of  artifacts acquired on behalf  of  the museum during the past 
twelve months. this display was well attended by delegates 
during the breaks between sessions, as were additional display 
tables on which the museum gift shop, operated by the nsa 
civilian Welfare fund, presented souvenir items for sale and 
another at which the foundation sold items with the ncmf 
logo. author and ncmf member Jim	Boone was present 
to autograph copies of  his book, A Brief  History of  Cryptology. 
(copies of  this book may be ordered from the foundation of-
fice at <cryptmf@aol.com> and via the Foundation’s website 
at www.cryptfoundation.org .)
 lunch was followed by the introduction by ‘billy’ bing-
ham of  the Keynote speaker, dr. anthony	tether, director, 
defense advanced research programs agency (darpa), who 
presented a detailed explanation of  that agency’s  unusual and 
most flexible management structure. Dr. Tether’s presentation 
was well received and particularly notable for both its content 
and for the speaker’s manner of  presentation.
 The final speaker presented at the podium by Mr. Becker 
was lt. gen. James	Clapper, usaf (ret.), former head 
of  the national geo-spatial intelligence agency. general 
Clapper gallantly filled the gap as a last-minute substitute 
for mr. Charles	F.	allen, asst. secretary for intelligence 
analysis, dept. of  homeland security, scheduled to be the 
guest speaker, but called to a meeting at the White house at 
very short notice...rank hath its privileges...and the foundation 
is grateful for Gen. Clapper’s understanding and flexibility.
 the conference closed with a few administrative remarks 
by ncmf Vice-president gene becker who thanked the 
delegates and guests for their presence and announced the 
dates of  the 2007 conference to be held in conjunction with 
the next two-day biennial symposium on cryptologic history 
planned by nsa’s center for cryptologic history [cch]. 
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 the 2007 general membership meeting took 
place on 17 october, also at the Kossikoff  center in 
laurel, maryland. gen Linc	Faurer, chairman of  
the board of  the ncmf, opened the day-long session 
with a welcome to members and guests and a reminder 
of  the silent auction and sales of  cryptologic artifacts 
in the lobby. (this new project brought in over $1100 
by the end of  the meeting. the funds will be used for 
foundation activities and acquisitions for the ncm, 
and a similar event is planned for 2008.)

 he then introduced mr. Ethan	Bauman, who spoke 
on behalf  of  deputy director inglis, about the effects 
of  the brac recommendations to relocate about 5000 
new jobs to ft. meade. While this will greatly enlarge 
the pool of  talent in the area and increase prospects 
for agency recruitment, transportation, schools, power, 
and other infrastructure costs will have to be addressed.  
the agency is working with state, local and military 
authorities to assess the impact and make decisions about 
these costs.  in this regard, he stated that the museum will 
play an important role in helping the public understand 
and accept the agency’s critical role in the community.

 congressman C.a.	 Dutch Ruppersberger (d 
- 2nd maryland district) then spoke. in addition to 
discussing military base-closing issues, he noted both 
the exceptional talent in the agency and the need to 
stay ahead of  competitors by assessing both successes 
and failures and by increasing attention to r&d. he 
drew a comparison between the time and expense of  
government projects and comparable projects in the 
commercial sector, noting that the latter often completed 
space projects on budget and on time. he also noted that 
the agency needed to attract people who have an intimate 
knowledge of  the language and culture of  countries and 
peoples in whom the agency is interested.

 special presentations were then made to maj 
gen John	 Morrison and mr. Fred	 Demech for 
their outstanding contributions to the foundation 
and museum. standing in for the dni, mr. Mike	
McConnell, who had been called to the White house 
for a meeting, ms. Mary	Margaret	graham, deputy 

director of  national intelligence for collection, spoke 
about key intelligence challenges.  she traced the 
difficulties surrounding intelligence reform, dating back 
to the founding of  cia in the 1940s and continuing to the 
present. The community has been heavily influenced by 
9/11, however, and there may now be greater motivation 
for change. following the creation of  the national 
Intelligence Strategy under the first DNI, Ambassador 
John	 Negroponte, mr. mcconnell has set forth a 
100-day plan, which includes greater attention to joint 
assignments, information security reform, revision of  
policy directives, and integration of  community collection 
systems. the community is looking not at perfection in 
the near term but at achieving an interim 80% solution. 
she also touched on centralization of  budget authority, 
pay modernization and working with law enforcement 
agencies at the national and local levels.

 next on the program was a status report by gen. 
Kenneth	Minihan	on the new museum in a climate of  
tighter budgets and fewer corporate contributions.  the 
plan includes revising the scope of  the new museum and 
pushing the timelines farther out in the future, in hopes 
that the economic situation will improve.

 museum curator	 Patrick	 Weadon then gave 
an update on current plans, including upgrading the 
PURPLE	exhibit, establishing a new area in which to 
show some of  the david Kahn collection in a climate-
controlled, secure environment, and a zero-based review 
of  museum holdings.

 mr. Prescott	Winter, chief  of  the nsa’s technology 
directorate, reported on the role of  this new organization, 
created to provide greater attention to the integration of  
systems and to address the effects of  the commercially 
driven environment. he was followed by gen. Billy	
Bingham, who reported on the new orleans synergy 
conference, and by mr. Eugene	Becker, president of  
the ncmf, who gave the annual report of  foundation 
activities.

(the next general membership meeting is scheduled for 
17 november 2008.  details will be forthcoming.)

200�	gENERaL	MEEtiNg
Dr.	David	hamer,	NCMF
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 the foundation’s 2006 pearl harbor commemo-
ration, coming as it does each year during the season 
of  hope, was particularly apt, as our speaker, retired 
navy captain hal	 Joslin, exemplified hope and 
other positive virtues during his struggle to survive 
imprisonment by the Japanese.  captain Joslin spent 
almost four years as a slave laborer in Japan after his 
capture on guam shortly after the outbreak of  the 
war.  his captivity was especially stressful because 
he was a member of  the “on the roof  gang” and 
had trained as an intercept operator in Washington, 
d.c.  had the Japanese learned his true mission as an 
interceptor of  their communications he would have 
faced torture and possibly death.   Worse, if  he or one 
of  his mates had “broken”, the Japanese would have 
changed their codes!  fortunately, he and his seven fel-
low team members survived numerous interrogations 
throughout their captivity without revealing anything 
of  value to their captors.

        transported to Japan in a crowded merchant 
ship (mercifully, not one of  the “hell ships”), he spent 
almost four years slaving on Japanese docks in northern 
Japan.  despite poor food, lack of  clothing in the cold 
northern climate, and injury to the nerve endings of  
his feet because of  wearing wet or frozen shoes, he 
survived the ordeal relatively well.

        he attributed his survival to his enduring faith 
in his god, his love for his wife, and his feisty, positive 
attitude that he demonstrated by committing acts of  
sabotage to the cargo at every opportunity and risk-
taking to get food and medicine for his mates.  to
keep his mind occupied he studied and taught courses 
after “lights out”.

        his presentation not only demonstrated his positive 
attitude but also his magnanimity.  although he never 
returned to the site of  his captivity, he emphasized 
that he bore no malice toward his captors because 
he believed that acts of  cruelty perpetrated by indi-

viduals were random acts, not calculated or officially 
sanctioned policy.

        as the war progressed conditions in the camp 
worsened in terms of  food and medical care and he 
stated that dropping the a-bombs probably saved the 
poW’s lives.  the camp regimen changed shortly after 
the nuclear attacks to the point where the erstwhile 
prisoners took over the camp.  by the time the liberat-
ing forces arrived three weeks later most of  the camp’s 
inhabitants had regained health and strength using the 
food and medicines they found in red cross parcels 
denied them by their captors.

        fittingly, captain Joslin closed out his presentation 
reading a paragraph written by Winston churchill, 
himself  a poW during the boer War, describing the 
physical and emotional impact on imprisoned individu-
als.  fortunately, capt. Joslin managed to rise above 
his situation, survive the war, and continue on to a 
distinguished career - an outstanding example of  the 
power of  faith and hope!

       (capt Joslin’s extraordinary tale of  survival is 
available on dVd for $11.50 including shipping and 
handling.  You may contact the NCMF office at 301-
688-5436 or cryptmf@aol.com to purchase a copy.)

haL	JOsLiN	RECaLLs	WW	ii	ORDEaL
by	Bill	Ferguson,	NCMF

Bill Ferguson, Captain Hal Joslin, & Gen. Morrison

´
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 on 20 october 2006 the national cryptologic museum was 
privileged to be the forum for an address by sir arthur	Wilfred	
“Bill”	Bonsall, who began his sigint career at bletchley park  
and ultimately served as director of  the uK’s government com-
munications headquarters [gchQ] from 1973 to1978. he was 
knighted in 1977 by hm Queen elizabeth ii.

 the presentation was sponsored jointly by nsa’s cen-
ter for cryptologic history [cch] and the Kryptos society. 
cch’s dr. David	 hatch, the nsa historian, began the 
proceedings with a brief  overview of  sir arthur’s intelligence 
career, which began in the early 1940’s. he was, at that time, 
a newly minted graduate of  cambridge university, having 
read modern languages at that prestigious seat of  learning. 
his language skills, particularly in german, attracted the at-
tention of  recruiters at the government code and cypher 
school [gc&cs, predecessor of  gchQ] based at bletch-
ley park [bp] in the county of  buckinghamshire, about sixty 
miles north of  london and roughly equidistant between the 
two great universities of  cambridge and oxford. arthur 
bonsall was recruited, in the manner of  the day, via a recom-
mendation from his tutor, Martin	Charlesworth, which led 
to an interview carried out by two of  the great names from 
cryptologic history, alastair	Denniston and colonel [later 
brigadier] John	tiltman, british army.

 dr. hatch discussed the background to bp’s formation 
prior to World War two, which included the polish contribu-
tion to the breaking of  enigma and revelations of  the early 
1970’s, triggered by group captain Winterbotham’s book, 
The ULTRA Secret, that opened the floodgates of  information 
on the hitherto secret project. gordon	Welchman’s subse-
quent, The Hut Six Story, added to the public’s knowledge of  
the allied codebreaking effort. the secret was out.

 sir arthur had set his presentation in the form of  a Ques-

tion and answer session, but began with a brief  summary of  
his introduction to and arrival at bp, where he found himself  
assigned to the air section, serving under Josh	Cooper	 in 
bp’s now famous hut three. Questions from his audience fol-
lowed rapidly. these focused largely upon the personalities of  
the era and inevitably included the great alan	turing. our 
speaker unfortunately had little except passing contact with 
‘the prof ’, as turing was known, this last being the inevitable 
consequence of  the isolation of  individuals within bp result-
ing from the high degree of  compartmentalization and ‘need 
to know’ that prevailed, and prevails, among the intelligence 
communities of  the world.

 Our speaker fielded questions, from those assembled, on 
such luminaries as John tiltman and, hugh	alexander – 
the british World chess champion – sir arthur demonstrat-
ing that, even after the passage of  almost sixty-five years, his 
detailed recollection of  the activities in hut three and among 
those individuals with whom he was associated remains fresh. 
he spoke of  the americans with whom he had come into con-
tact at bp and of  lunchtime ball games, such as ‘rounders’, a 
british version of  baseball with very different rules, played on 
the lawn by the lake adjacent to the mansion. sir arthur met, 
during one of  his earlier visits to bp, William	Friedman...a 
meeting that left a great impression upon him.

 sir arthur stayed with gc&cs until that organization re-
constituted itself  as gchQ in mid-1946, moving to london 
[eastcote] and ultimately to cheltenham in gloucestershire, 
some ninety miles west of  london, in 1952 where it remains, 
albeit in much more palatial surroundings, to this day. the 
move to cheltenham was not without its problems, mostly po-
litical but some logistical, and is documented by present-day 
gchQ historian, Peter	Freeman, in his monograph “how 
gchQ came to cheltenham”, a copy of  which is available 
in the ncm library.  (see “peter freeman” on page 17.)

aDDREss	By	siR	aRthUR	BONsaLL	-	FORMER	DiRECtOR	OF	gChQ	
Dr.	David	hamer,	NCMF

Dr. Hamer, Gen Morrison, Sir Arthur

Gene Becker, NCMF Treasurer Ed Jacobs, Sir Arthur

´
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 sir arthur shared the speakers’ rostrum with mrs. Mau-
reen	Rodgers. now and for many years a maryland resi-
dent, maureen served at bp with the Women’s royal naval 
service [Wrns] known in britain as ‘wrens’. the turing-
alexander ‘bombes’, electro-mechanical devices designed to 
speed up the breaking of  the daily enigma keys, were run al-
most exclusively by the Wrns operators and were most suc-
cessful in the operations for which they were designed. mrs. 
rodgers answered questions on her life at bp and told of  the 
occasions on which she encountered alan turing on the bus 
that ferried the bp denizens between the park and their as-
signed ‘digs’ or accommodations.

 an interesting and informative morning ended with sir 
arthur presenting dr. hatch with a framed photograph, tak-
en about sixty years ago in the bp library, of  a most attractive 
young lady who appears to be engrossed 
in work of  national importance...the 
photographer remains ‘anonymous’ 
but his subject is identified as the young 
woman who ultimately became lady 
bonsall...

aDDREss	By	siR	aRthUR
Continued from page 12

the 2007 “pearl harbor day” program, review-
ing the infamous John Walker family espionage of  us 
communications security cryptomaterials, featured fbi 
special agent gerald	Richards. retired nsa infor-
mation Security official Mike	Jacobs complemented 
his extremely interesting presentation with an nsa 
perspective on the intricate case. 

200�	PROgRaM:
thE	WaLKER	CasE

in a low-key gesture of  tribute, former ncm curator 
Jack	ingram once hung a small framed polish postage 
stamp, honoring a trio of  polish army cryptologists who 
planted the seeds for allied exploitation of  the notorious 
enigma cipher machine used by german forces. in 
december 1932, three polish mathematicians, Marian	
Rejewski, henryk	Zigalski, and Jerzy	Rozycki, ac-
complished an impressive cryptologic feat: through math-
ematical analysis and months of  hard work, they determined 
the wiring, “stepping” motion, and set-up of  the german 
tactical level military cipher machine, enigma, and solved 
a cipher system the germans believed unbreakable. they 
designed a machine of  their own, the “Bomba,” to find 
the enigma’s daily key arrangement in a timely fashion. 
thanks to the polish mathematicians’ intellectual and 
cryptanalytic skills, passed on to french and british –and 
later american-allies, enigma-enciphered messages were 
broken and read by the allies throughout much of  WW ii, 
allowing unprecedented insight into germany’s plans and 
capabilities.

in a dramatic demonstration of  the changes since the 
removal of  the iron curtain, on 11 december 2007, nsa 
director ltg Keith	B.	alexander, usa, joined by polish 
minister Wojciech	Flera, Washington chargé d’affaires 
ad interim and lieutenant colonel Pawel	Lechowicz, 
deputy head of  the foreign intelligence agency, unveiled 
a new polish enigma exhibit at the national cryptologic 
museum -- “brilliance and perseverance: poland’s crypt-
analysts and the german enigma.” it marked the 75th 
anniversary of  their pioneering work, so long unknown and 
underappreciated in light of  publicity accorded since 1974 
to british (and american) efforts, residual secrecy, and the 
hostile climate of  the cold War.

POLish	ENigMa	ExhiBit	
OPENED	at	thE	NCM

A Packed House

Maureen Rogers
& Dr. Hatch

EagLE	aLLiaNCE	-	tiM	shEahaN	
MEMORiaL	gOLF	tOURNaMENt

The Sixth Annual Crypto Cup Golf  Benefit was 
held at the fort george g. meade golf  course on 22 
June 2007. this year’s event had special meaning, for 
the eagle alliance-sponsored event was renamed the 
tim	sheahan memorial golf  tournament in memo-
ry of  the former Vice president of  eagle alliance. tim, 
along with his colleague, Frank	Derwin, is credited 
with the vision of  holding an annual golf  benefit to 
support the ncmf. to date, the tournament has con-
tributed over $200,000 to the foundation, enabling us 
to purchase cryptologic artifacts and memorabilia for 
the museum and supporting ncmf o&m costs.´

´

´

´
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the ncmf executive committee, chaired by 
gene becker, is the mechanism that keeps us on the 
track between quarterly meetings of  the board of  di-
rectors. it reviews, coordinates (and occasionally goads 
or encourages) the work of  the volunteer committees 
– acquisitions (see next item), facilities (Frank	saus), 
finance & accounting (Bill	arrington), membership 
(now Mike	green), programs (Billy	Bingham), pub-
lic affairs (now	John	garcia), and recognition (now 
sally	Botsai), plus ncmf secretary Kirsten	Eland	
serving as secretary and others, such as  Denny	Eshoo, 
recently retired president of  the phoenix society and 
a regional director for the armed forces commu-
nications and electronics association (afcea), now 
the ncmf liaison to the phoenix society and to an 
organization called the “intelligence community as-
sociation network (ican)” (whose web site describes it 
as an informal mechanism to discuss issues, “deconflict” 
scheduling, etc., with “no organization, no officers, and 
no agenda for meetings,” a rarity in Washington bu-
reaucracy!) . some of  their work is seasonal or behind 
the scenes; some, such as programs and acquisition is 
or becomes more visible. the product of  programs is 
evident on these pages.

in compressed space, full justice cannot be done 
to the ncmf acquisitions committee, led by Dave	
D’auria, with dr. David	hamer as his Vice-chair-
man, their recent accomplishments lightly touched upon 
in the ncmf newsletter. aggressively working through 
various venues to seek artifacts suitable for display or 
exhibit backdrop at the NCM, they are usually first to see 
(and handle) rare “finds” destined for future NCM exhi-
bition. guided by their own background, the suggestions 
of  others, and the needs of  the museum curator and 
staff, their actions lend themselves to “photo ops” in ways 
that other committees may envy. in future issues of  The 
Link we hope to show examples of  the people, the work 
and the results of  acquisitions and other activities.

NCMF	COMMittEEs	at	WORK

For the first NCMF program of  2008, Gen Billy 
bingham’s programs committee was fortunate to secure 
dr. Donald	 M.	 Kerr, principal deputy director of  
national intelligence. dr. Kerr serves as second in com-
mand of  the Office of  the DNI, Mike McConnell.  His 
phd (cornell) is in plasma physics and microwave elec-
tronics, and he served as deputy director for science and 
technology at cia 2001-2005, when he was appointed 
assistant to the secretary of  the air force and served as 
Director of  the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO). 
he was nominated to his current position and received 
the unanimous consent of  the senate on 4 october 2007, 
just six months before his 3 april 2008 presentation to the 
ncmf and invited guests, held at the booz allen hamilton 
conference center in the national business park across 
the parkway from the ncm. his review of  current issues 
facing the intelligence community was a rare privilege for 
his audience. Although unclassified, it might be considered 
“ears only,” for no recording was permitted, nor was a 
transcript made available. “you had to have been there.”

a	ViEW	FROM	thE	tOP

in memory of  the late nsa historian emeritus, henry 
f. schorreck, the center for cryptologic history initiated an 
annual lecture by distinguished historians, and the foundation 
provided its customary support to the event. inaugurating 
the series, dr. David	Kahn (who, in addition to his accom-
plishments in studying and documenting cryptologic history, 
serves on the ncmf board of  directors) spoke to a capacity 
audience on the subject, “the future of  the past – Questions 
in cryptologic history,” in which he disclosed various ques-
tions to which he would like to see answers. (an edited version 
of  his talk appeared in the international taylor & francis 
journal, Cryptologia, Vol. 32, issue 1, January 2008, available 
in the ncm library.) on 7 april 2008, dr. Christopher	
andrews, professor of  modern and contemporary history 
at cambridge university, and author of  a number of  books 
on the history of  intelligence, presented the second annual 
lecture. his subject was “british intelligence, the american 
alliance, and the end of  the british empire.”

sChORRECK	MEMORiaL	LECtUREs
iNitiatED	By	CCh

´
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on 15 march, Kevin	Powers, former nsa associate 
general counsel for operations, spoke on the history of  fisa 
and how information acquired through authorized surveillance 
activities was used. retired bletchley park mathematician (and 
distinguished professor) Peter	 hilton recalled the wartime 
experience in a 10 may presentation, delivered with humor 
and sagacity. 

the foundation added its voice of  support to the chorus 
of  citizens and veteran groups pleading for the preservation of  
“building 26,” the wartime national cash register and u.s. 
navy facility, now on the campus of  the university of  dayton, 
ohio, and scheduled to be razed. then-Vice president gene	
Becker, writing to president Daniel	Curran, phd, of  the 
university of  dayton in march 2007, stressed the importance 
of  the work done there in WW ii (where the surviving navy 
“bomb” now in the ncm was conceived) and the recent lifting 
of  the secrecy concerning that vital effort, due in no small part 
to the research efforts that resulted in publication of  The Secret 
in Building 26: The Untold Story of  America’s ULTRA War Against 
the German U-boat ENIGMA Codes  (The Link, Vol. 9, no. 1).  our 
letter was graciously acknowledged, but plans were unchanged. 
the university will seek other ways of  honoring those involved 
in the historic efforts centered in building 26.

On Mondays Hal performs his feats
as tour groups sit on the edge of their seats. 

Gathering guests ’round with a wave of his hand,
recalling stories of intrigue grand.
 Weekends find him non-stop too,

 mentoring a poets’ workshop crew.
Now it’s our privilege here to tell

 the other hobbies at which he excels:

 in the summer of  1995, howell	(hal)	McConnell answered 
a call for national cryptologic museum (ncm) volunteers and has since 
spent every monday serving as the ncm’s most decorated docent.  his 
only tangible reward is an annual service pin in recognition of  his dedica-
tion to telling the cryptologic story.    
 prior to his retirement from nsa, hal devoted many years 
to education and training at the national cryptologic school (ncs), 
where he worked with Jack	ingram and Pete	sutton in designing the 
school’s communications security (comsec) curriculum.  prior to his 
assignment to the ncs, hal was an information systems security analyst 
and also the curator of  the communications security museum in what 
is now the nsa  rowlett building.    
          currently, when not on duty at the ncm, he is also part of  the 
cold case squad of  the laurel, md, police department and serves as 
threat/Vulnerability Volunteer consultant to the high intensity drug 
Trafficking Area for counter narcotics, organized crime and terrorism.
          before retiring from nsa, hal published two books of  poetry,  
Flaming Mist and Poems of  Presence.  in the mid-1960s hal joined the 
maryland state poet society and was published in “the oriole” and 
a number of  other society magazines.  recently the barnes and noble 
bookstore at annapolis harbor mall recruited hal for their maryland 
poet organization.  he and other poets meet regularly at the bookstore 
to share verse and conduct student workshops.    two of  hal’s favorite 
poems, published below, are tributes to the 2007 Virginia tech tragedy 
and boris pasternak’s Dr. Zhivago.  the poignant tribute to Virginia tech 
was penned immediately after the tragedy and hal spent the following 
weeks giving public readings at local bookstores and churches.  it was 
his way of  healing.  

April 16, 2007
How could you not know -

The spear that pierced my heart
Was first the innocent children murdered.
And the mothers and fathers – spirit slain
Of future love deprived of the children –

Most cherished.
That I, who rose, who too was grave-bound

Carry them – my special treasure to paradise
And wait for you – beloved – to receive them

In joyous reunion.

***
Varykino

How could you in your exile
Hold the night.

White whirling gentle
Into wall-high ice.

How could you sleep
The banded birches howling
With the huddled wolves –

Each aware of pleas,
Yet fearing they only conceal

Another loneliness.

howell	a.	McConnell

     more recently hal was recognized in an article about the museum 
featured in the 11 april 2008 edition of  the Washington Post.  hal’s expertise 
as a cryptologic storyteller contributed to the laudatory terms in which 
the reporter described the “don’t miss!” cryptologic museum.    

POEtiC	DOCENt
Mary	Faletto,	NCMF
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adverbs!” he cited, as an example, a cable just read: “ ‘We are in the 
process of publishing… .’ Why not simply say ‘we are publishing…’? ”) 
 
in retirement, he continued to work as a translator, linguist and 
consultant. his diverse projects included a serbian dictionary, 
an afghani pashto, a french movie script, and biblical texts 
in dinka, the language of  the southern sudan. his passion for 
deciphering languages led him to explore and translate over 50 
different languages. he delighted in even small projects such as 
translating children’s poetry from chinese to spanish and english. 
 
mr. chesnut returned to teaching in his later years. he conducted 
a seminar class in Koine (new testament greek) for churches in 
northern Virginia. he served on the episcopal diocese of  Virginia’s 
Environmental Stewardship committee, reflecting his deep belief  in 
man’s need to serve as a good steward of  the earth, god’s creation. 

Charles	J.	Denholm

maj. gen. charles J. denholm, a u.s. military academy graduate (class 
of  1938), World War ii combat veteran (sicily, italy, europe) and a former 
commanding general of  the army security agency, died 28 december 
2006 at his home in alexandria, Virginia. he was 92.

pittsburg native denholm emerged from WW ii with the distinguished 
service cross, two silver stars, two bronze stars, and two purple hearts. 
in subsequent years he served in a variety of  line and staff  roles of  increas-
ing scope and responsibility. firm, but fair, his command of  the band of  
merry men known as the us army security agency (asa) may have 
required adjustment on the part of  both. perhaps with little knowledge and 
appreciation of  his wartime role, they came to respect their commanding 
general, honor him (never to his face) with the soldier’s epithet, “charlie 
two-stars,” and draw esprit from his leadership. to him, as command-
ing general, fell the duty of  overseeing the integration of  asa into the 
successor us army intelligence and security command. in 1988, he was 
honored by induction into the military intelligence hall of  fame at fort 
huachuca, arizona.
a dedicated churchman, who practiced his faith, gen. denholm said little 
about his WW ii experiences, even among his family. in the Washington 
Post obituary, his son recalled learning late in life of  his father’s “friendly 
fire” ordeal as a prisoner, trapped in the hold of  an Italian freighter. The 
Post staffer wrote “his reticence was typical of  his generation. in other 
respects, he was a pacifist, his son recalled. ‘He couldn’t stand being 
around guns.’”

NOtED	iN	PassiNg

[The following account – illustrative of  the range and diversity of  interests 
of  NSA employees – is based upon information forwarded by NCMF 
Director Ann Caracristi, who received it from George Chesnut’s son:] 

 

george	L.	Chesnut 
(1917-2007)

george leoni chesnut, Jr., 89, died april 20, 2007 in arling-
ton, Virginia after a very brief  illness. george married louise 
garrison Woolfolk on January 19, 1952 in Washington, dc. 
he was a 66-year resident of  the Washington-arlington area. 
 
george chesnut was an accomplished linguist, transla-
tor, a devout student of  biblical greek, a lifetime employee 
of  the national security agency and a devoted husband 
and father. over a lifetime of  work, he translated more 
than 50 languages, ranging from ancient texts to modern. 
 
george was born July 27, 1917 in texas. he grew up in dal-
las and attended the university of  texas. at age 19, he was 
awarded a master’s degree in spanish and german, and 
graduated phi beta Kappa after preparing a dissertation on 
the 20th century spanish philosopher José ortega y gasset. 
 
mr. chesnut pursued graduate studies in linguistics at the uni-
versity of  chicago, with advanced studies at the university of  
michigan. the outbreak of  hostilities in europe interrupted his 
studies. Prior to America’s involvement in the conflict, he took 
a position with the foreign broadcast information service. mr. 
chesnut monitored german radio transmissions to south america 
in portuguese and spanish for fbis. after america’s entry into 
World War II, Mr. Chesnut served as an officer for US Naval Intel-
ligence, putting his training and skills as a linguist to allied service. 
 
in the years following the war, mr. chesnut was employed 
at afsa/nsa and taught courses in spanish at the 
george Washington university. he was recalled to the us 
navy at the outbreak of  the Korean conflict and served in 
okinawa, formosa and Washington, dc in his specialty. 
 
after the Korean War, mr. chesnut returned to nsa and worked there 
until retirement. for many years, his role was as a civilian director of  
the nsa’s analytic section. (a cherished memory of  your editor is a 
luncheon meal with George, then a group technical staff  officer, who 
commenced the conversation with the announcement that “i’ve have 
had it up to here [demonstrating with his hand] with paraphrastic  
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Vera	Ruth	Filby
Vera r. filby, died at her home in savage, md, on 15 may 2007 at age 
86. she had suffered from a stroke a few weeks earlier. one of  the near-
legendary figures of  NSA, linking its present to England’s WW II Bletchley 
park, mrs. filby, widow of  bletchley park veteran, historian and genealogist 
William “bill” filby, retired from the nsa in 1994, having served for over 
30 years. In her final decade or more of  active duty, she was a recognized 
authority and instructor in sigint reporting. in active retirement, she 
became one of  the National Cryptologic Museum’s first volunteers and 
an important resource to its library. she (and bill) was also a member 
and a big supporter of  the national cryptologic museum foundation. 
(on 10 January 2006, gen. morrison and mary faletto, representing 
the ncmf, paid a visit to Vera, presenting her with an arrangement of  
daisies, her favorite flower, and a stuffed “NSA bear” from the Museum 
Gift shop. Confined to her home and a wheel-chair, she remained men-
tally sharp and interested in the welfare of  the ncm and its library.) 
 
there was no viewing or service. as planned, she was cremat-
ed: her and her husband’s ashes were scattered over her garden. 
 
(memorial contributions in Vera’s name were requested to go to the national 
cryptologic museum foundation.)

Peter	Freeman
peter freeman, a retired gchQ analyst and supervisor, who was en-
gaged in writing gchQ’s history, passed away in late november 2006. 
 
peter joined gchQ in 1963. he helped develop new techniques, 
and, over time, headed three gchQ divisions. he has been de-
scribed as having a “remarkable mastery of  anything to do with radar 
and anything that flies -- be that aeroplanes, missiles or spacecraft.” 
 
he was recognized in the new year’s honors list in 1997 with the award of  
a cmg (companion of  most distinguished order of  st. michael and st. 
george). more recently, he served in staff  support of  the “butler inquiry,” 
a committee charged by  the british house of  commons to investigate pre-
iraqi War intelligence and the question of  Weapons of  mass destruction. 
 
in nominal retirement, peter was very active in writing about and display-
ing cryptology’s past. he was responsible for the displays of  historical 
materials in the main hallway of  the new gchQ headquarters building 
in Cheltenham, England. He wrote classified histories and also a few 
public ones, such as on the cryptology of  the Zimmermann telegram 

in WW i, and contributed to the international journal, Cryptologia. 
 
It is believed that Peter had several tours at the agency in the UKLO office 
in the early 90’s and in a group in the late 60’s and early 70’s.

Mildred	Louise	hayes

on 23 september 2006, mildred louise hayes, 78, passed away at her retire-
ment home in gulfport, ms. Washington Post staff  writer Joe hulley, in a 29 
September 2006 obituary, wrote that Mrs. Hayes exemplified “the dozens of  
language teachers and professors, many of  them young women, who were 
recruited by the u.s. army’s signal intelligence service, forerunner to the 
nsa, to come to Washington and work as code breakers after the Japanese 
attack on pearl harbor.” born in cisco, tX, and raised by relatives in little 
rock, ar, mildred received a bachelor’s degree in foreign languages from 
arkansas state university in 1944. her employment with the army (and 
subsequently afsa and nsa) was at arlington hall station in arlington, 
Va, and later at nsa, fort george g. meade, md.

she became a member of  the highly secret, tightly compartmented program 
set up in 1943 to study and eventually to exploit “unbreakable” soviet diplo-
matic communications, later found to provide invaluable insight into soviet 
espionage efforts against the united states. agents prying into american 
atomic secrets, such as Klaus fuchs and the rosenbergs, Julius and ethel 
(who were executed), as well as the mischief  of  british traitor Kim philby, 
were unmasked through the broken code messages. With public fanfare in 
a 1995 announcement at cia, the world learned of  this effort as project 
VENONA, fifteen years after it was terminated. With colleague Howard 
W. “bill” Kulp, mildred had been tasked in 1978 to study Venona and 
determine whether further work on the old material would be worthwhile. 
after two years, and close consultation with primary customers, the fbi and 
cia, they concluded that it would not. mildred, having acquired a master’s 
degree in russian from the george Washington university in 1980, marked 
the termination of  Venona with her own retirement from government 
crypto-linguistic work.

arthur	J.	Levenson
With his death on august 11, 2007, at the age of  93, the cryptologic 
community lost one of  its most treasured members, arthur J. “art” 
levenson 

born in brooklyn, new york, he held a bs in mathematics from the city 
college of  new york, with graduate work in mathematics at new york 
university and columbia. as a youth he excelled in track, and running 

NOtED	iN	PassiNg
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remained a principal interest in his life until injuries compelled him to stop 
in his late eighties. he loved all sports, and developed a lifelong love of  
music that always remained a great source of  enjoyment and comfort to 
him. 

With the start of  World War ll, the army called mr. levenson to active duty 
from the enlisted reserve corps. he would regale friends with stories of  his 
adventures as a security guard at arlington hall station, headquarters of  
the signal intelligence service. he was approved for signal corps ocs at 
fort monmouth, and following graduation, was selected by major William 
Bundy to be a member of  the highly qualified group that joined the British 
wartime code breaking organization at bletchley park in britain. there he 
worked against both the enigma and tunny german cipher machines 
in the famous hut 6. he became fast friends with many of  the principal 
british cryptanalysts such as alan turing and hugh alexander, with whom 
he shared a lifelong love of  chess. 

While in Britain, he secured permission from his superior officer and 
good friend, major bundy, to marry the love of  his life, marjorie West, 
whom he had met at arlington hall and who had transferred to oss and 
was stationed in london. immediately after the conclusion of  the war in 
europe, mr. levenson was selected to be a part of  an elite group of  british 
and American officers sent to Germany to track down German cipher 
equipment and to locate and interrogate german cryptanalysts. 

returning to the u.s., he remained in cryptology as a civilian with the 
organizations that evolved by 1952 into the national security agency. he 
was a member and then chief  of  the technical consultants group, the 
prestigious cryptanalytic organization where the most difficult problems 
were attacked. during that period he initiated the program for sending 
selected nsa mathematicians to participate in the recruitment of  
promising college math students -- a program that greatly enhanced the 
quality of  the growing NSA professional work force.  When the Office of  
production in nsa was re-structured to better focus its attacks, he was 
selected to organize and serve as the first Chief  of  ADVA, the component 
dedicated to the exploitation of  soviet high-grade encryption systems. he 
led the design and implementation of  the technical attack and took the 
lead in procuring high-level government support for the project from such 
influential experts as William O. Baker, head of  the Bell Laboratories and 
longtime member of  the president’s foreign intelligence advisory board. 
subsequently he became chief  of  a group, the major nsa organization 
devoted to analyzing soviet bloc communications. under his leadership a 
group was refocused to enhance the timeliness of  its sigint reporting to 
the intelligence community. 

before he retired in december 1973, arthur served as chief  of  the 

machine processing organization, responsible for the maintenance and 
operation of  the large nsa facility which housed both commercial off- 
the-shelf  computers and highly sophisticated special purpose machines. 
bringing his own expertise to the job, he also saw the need to introduce into 
the computer management structure professionals from private industry 
and thus was one of  those who opened up the organization to innovation 
from outside the close-knit cryptologic workforce. he retired with 32 years 
of  agency service, having also attained the rank of  lieutenant colonel in 
the u.s. army reserves. he was a member of  the association of  former 
Intelligence Officers (AFIO) and the National Cryptologic Museum 
foundation. 

mr. levenson was a 1961 graduate of  the national War college. he was 
awarded the nsa exceptional civilian service award in 1969. [Account 
adopted from Phoenix Society release and Arlington Cemetery web site, per Noel 

Garland.]

george	P.	Mcginnis,	�9�9-200�

captain george p. mcginnis, usn retired, died peacefully at home 
on 11 october 2006. born in texas, he lived in los angeles during his 
teens, and was graduated from the university of  california, santa bar-
bara, in 1942. having joined the naval reserve prior to WW ii, he was 
called to active duty as ensign, usnr, upon graduation from college. 
 
George served as a cryptologic officer during his entire 31-year naval career, 
with duty stations in Washington, d.c., brazil, Japan, okinawa and turkey. 
he also served at naval security group headquarters in Washington, 
d.c.; national security agency headquarters, fort meade, md, and 
its national cryptologic school; and with the secretary of  the navy in 
Washington, D.C. He was Commanding Officer, Naval Technical Training 
center, corry station, pensacola, florida, just prior to retirement in 1972. 
 
he was a graduate of  the naval War college and did post graduate 
work at harvard university, the massachusetts institute of  technol-
ogy, and the university of  West florida. throughout his life he was 
interested in electronics. he began building radio equipment at age 
10 and was a licensed amateur radio operator from age 12. While still 
in his teens, george designed a radio control system for a model boat 
and wrote articles about it for technical publications. this system was 
used by the navy in the design of  target drone aircraft during WW ii.  
 
after military retirement, he built his home in gulf  breeze, fl, and vol-
unteered many years in community service. george worked with the naval 
cryptologic Veterans association and authored their published history. he 
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during the period covered by this resume, three additional 
names were added to the memorial Wall inside nsa. full-
er accounts can be found at the agency’s web site (www.
nsa.gov/memorial) but brief  note must be added here:

Korean-born ssg Kyu	h.	Chay, usa, 1st bn, 3rd spe-
cial forces group (airborne).  Killed in action in afghani-
stan, 28 october 2006.

ctti(sW) steven	P.	Daugherty, usn, deployed seal 
team. Killed in action in iraq, 6 July 2007.

sgt tristan	L.	Moretti, usa, 425th brigade special 
troop bn, 25th division. Killed in action in iraq, 27 June 
2007, the second young female cryptologist to be lost in 
combat.

CRyPtOLOgists	
KiLLED	iN	aCtiON

MEMORiaL	REgistRy

the following names of  honorees and their 
sponsors have been entered into the ncmf memo-
rial registry, where they may be found in alphabeti-
cal order for those desiring to locate a specific name 
in the book. (past numbering was for administrative 
accounting only.) 

Honoree	 SponSor(S)
John	Mollick	 Harry	rosenbluh	
Capt	George	p.	McGinnis,		USn	(ret)															Harry	rosenbluh
CApT	Jerome	p.	Ledvina	 	Harry	rosenbluh
Joseph	J.	eachus		 By	his	sons,	
	 Alan	and	James	eachus
George	L.	Chesnut	 Wayne	Stoffel
Vera	ruth	Filby	 nSA,	nCM	Colleagues,			
	 and	brother,	Herbert	Weakliem
robert	S.	Benjamin		 Mr.	&	Mrs.	Charles	Girhard	
Carrie	Berry	 Mr.	&	Mrs.	Charles	Girhard	
Dr.	Abraham	Sinkov	 Mr.	&	Mrs.	Charles	Girhard	
William	M.	Cole	 Mr.	&	Mrs.	Charles	Girhard	
Joseph	palakanis	 Harry	rosenbluh
Samuel	S.	Snyder	 Harry	rosenbluh	
Aramus	neil	 Harry	rosenbluh

was instrumental in moving the naval cryptologic museum from nebraska 
avenue, Washington, d.c., to the center for cryptology at corry station, 
and worked there at the “command display” of  cryptology for several years.  
 
 at his request, there was no funeral or memorial service. his ashes were 
buried at barrancas military cemetery, nas, pensacola, florida. (Adapted 
from a Phoenix Society announcement.)

William	C.	Norris,	�9��-200�
William charles norris, one of  the WW ii navy cryptographic veterans 
who started engineering research associates (era) and went on to become 
a leader in the post-war computer industry, died on 21 august 2006. he 
continued through the successive mergers that involved remington rand, 
sperry rand, and univac, to establish control data corporation (cdc), 
with which he became best known.

David	a.	Wisyanski 
retired army colonel david anthony “dave” Wisyanski, 77, of  
crofton, md, and previously of  natchez, miss., died of  hemo-
chromatosis 24 July 2007 in annapolis, after a lengthy illness. 
 
born June 14, 1930, in pittsburgh, pa., dave Wisyanski received degrees 
from the university of  maryland (ba) and the university of  arizona (mba). 
 
he served in the army from 1952 to 1980 including service with the national 
security agency at arlington hall station and fort meade. he also was 
stationed in okinawa, germany, the pentagon, south Korea and nha trang, 
Vietnam, during his time in service. While commander of  the army field sta-
tion in okinawa in 1977, his unit received the highly competitive interservice 
travis trophy.  (dave appeared with other former commanders, bill Vernau 
and Walter cressler, in a 1 July 2005 ceremony at which a check for $5,000 
for the ncmf building fund was presented by bill overholt. see “asa 
oKi lives!” in The Link, Vol.8, no. 2, summer 2005, p. 3, for a photograph.) 
 
following his retirement, Wisyanski worked for various defense com-
panies from 1983 to 1994, when he became owner of  the anthony 
group. he also was a faculty member for three years at the uni-
versity of  texas at arlington college of  business administration. 
 
burial was 20 august 2007 in arlington national cemetery. (Adapted from 
The Capital, Annapolis, 26 July 2007.)
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